
Santa needs 
your help!

You will need to delve into the Christmas department of your brain, and you may even need your 
friend Google to help solve some of the clues. There are five clues to solve. Every clue answer will 
match a grid square on the map. For example, can you see the snowman on the map with their 
nose pointing east? This nose is in grid square E5. 
Follow the instructions in each clue for what to draw in each square. Are you ready?

Explorers! It’s Christmas Eve and Santa has just returned to the 
North Pole to find one present remaining in his sleigh. All he has is a 
treasure map and a list of all the places he should have delivered 
presents to. He just can’t work out which house he has forgotten 
to visit. We need your help! Can you solve the puzzle to work out 
which place he quickly needs to return to before everyone awakes 
on Christmas morning? 

Work out the missing word from the following sentence. Then say it out loud. It 
will sound just like a grid square. 

Draw a star in this square.

Santa’s reindeer have the next clue. How many does he have, including 
Rudolph? Remember this number. This is the number part of your grid 
square. Now arrange the names of the reindeer in alphabetical order.
What is the middle letter of the one that comes second alphabetically? 
This is the letter. Put it in front of your number to find a grid square. Draw a 
triangle in this square.

It is a well-known fact that Ebenezer Scrooge and The Grinch disliked 
Christmas, but where does The Grinch live? Find this location on the 
treasure map and draw a plus symbol in the grid square that contains 
the first letter of its name.

Time to dust off your Christmas music knowledge now. Add the number 
of pipers piping to the number of geese-a-laying. Your total is the number 
part of your grid square. 
Then, find out what year the song ‘Do they know it’s Christmas?’ was 
originally released. Add all four digits of this year together, and then, 
if 1=A, 2=B, 3=C etc., convert your total to a letter. Put this with your 
number from earlier and draw a circle in that grid square.

Go to this link on YouTube: https://youtu.be/leDD6Y-Nyqg 
Pay close attention to this trailer of the classic Miracle on 34th Street. For the 
letter of your grid square, first find the initial of the judge and then move 15 
letters along the alphabet.  
For the number of your grid square, find the first digit of the three-digit 
number of the Iron Worker Locals that believe. Draw a question mark in the 
grid square you have identified.
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‘Twas the night ____ Christmas and all through the house, 
not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse.’
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Santa’s Delivery List

A. Evergreen Terrace

B. The Jolly Snowman

C. Quality Street

D. Pine Cone Walk

E. Silver Strand Lane

F.  Xmas Close

G. Tinsel Town
H. Pixie Dust Wynd
I. Rudolf Park
J. Wintry Walk

K. Frosty Place
L. Secret Boulevard
M. Dashing Row
N. Icy Turf
O. Trumpeting Alley
P. Singing Highway
Q. Merry Track
R. Old Spice Road

S. Cupcake Avenue

T. Mittens Park
U. Peppermint Road
V. Mackringle Subway
W. Sugarplum Drive
X. Pointy Toes Viaduct
Y. Baubles Drive
Z. Elfin Park

Now that you have added five symbols to your map, draw a line between:
 
  
     The triangle and the circle
 

A letter of the alphabet will be revealed. Look at Santa’s Delivery List and match 
it to the address of the missing present. This is your final answer.

The star and the plus sign +
+ The circle and the question mark ?The plus sign and the triangle

Don’t forget 
to submit your 

answer at 

TT-HelpSanta

•Mount Crumpit

•Snowman Pier

•Sprout Lake

•Cracker Marsh

•Carol’s Café

•Christmas Tree Forest

https://bit.ly/TT-HelpSanta

